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Magnetic entropy change and its temperature variation in compounds
La„Fe1ÀxCox…11.2Si1.8
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Magnetic entropy changeDS of compounds La(Fe12xCox)11.2Si1.8 with the cubic NaZn13-type
structure was investigated around their Curie temperatureTC. It is found that the phase transition
is completely reversible, indicating a nature of second order phase transition. The maximum value
of uDSu;13.0 J/kg K under a field of 5 T was achieved in compound LaFe11.2Si1.8 at itsTC of ;222
K, which exceeds that of most materials involving a second order transition at the corresponding
temperature. With increasing substitution of Co for Fe fromx50 to x50.8, TC shifts from 222 to
307 K and entropy change decreases. However,uDSu still has a considerable magnitude near room
temperature. The large magnetic entropy change is believed to be due to the abrupt change of
magnetization atTC, which is associated with the strong structural and magnetic interplay in the
compounds. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1502919#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Very recently, the Fe-based compounds with cu
NaZn13-type structure have been considered to be appro
ate materials for exploring effective magnetic refrigera
due to their excellent soft ferromagnetism and hi
magnetization.1–4 Previous investigations5,6 indicated that
the NaZn13-type compounds have abundant physical prop
ties and exhibit interesting magnetic behaviors, such as In
phenomena. It was recently found7,8 that the compounds
LaFe132ySiy with relatively low Si content show a large la
tice negative expansion atTC and the nature of the phas
transition for y<1.69 is first-order and second-order fory
.1.69. A large lattice negative expansion atTC should ac-
company a rapid change of magnetization due to magn
elastic effect, which would result in a large magnetic entro
change. The natural reversibility of magnetic entropy cha
DS in second-order systems makes them superior to the fi
order ones, although theDS magnitude of the former is usu
ally lower than that of the latter for most cases. From t
viewpoint and considering that the substitution of Co for
can shiftTC to a higher temperature, we chose second-or
systems La(Fe12xCox)11.2Si1.8 with TC tuning from 222 to
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307 K and systematically investigated their magnetic entro
change. The influence of the Co doping on the magn
entropy change is discussed.

II. EXPERIMENT

The ingots of the present samples La(Fe12xCox)11.2Si1.8

~x50 – 0.08! were prepared by repeatedly arc-melting t
appropriate amount of the starting material with purity
99.9 wt % and subsequently homogenizing by annealing
1323 K for 30 days. The ingots were then quenched in liq
nitrogen. Powder x-ray diffraction~XRD! patterns confirmed
that all samples crystallized in the cubic NaZn13-type struc-
ture. A minor phasea-Fe was also observed. High resolutio
electron microscopy image and the local electron disper
x-ray analysis results indicate that there are two phases in
polycrystalline alloys. The major phase is the cub
NaZn13-type alloy and the minor phase is bcca-Fe. The
amount ofa-Fe in all samples is estimated to be in the ran
of ;4–8 wt %, based on the chemical analysis by indu
tively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry.
magnetic measurements were performed using a super
ducting quantum interference device magnetometer.
0 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The low-magnetic-field temperature-dependent magn
zation has been measured in the zero-field-cooled~ZFC! and
field-cooled~FC! process for all samples in order to dete
mine magnetic state, transition temperature, and the natu
the transition. The sample was first cooled in zero-field t
K, then a small field was applied to the sample, and after
the magnetization was measured in the heating process
300 K, thus obtaining the ZFC magnetization curve. The
magnetization was measured in the process of coo
sample to 5 K with the same field. Figure 1 presents t
ZFC-FC magnetization, obtained under a magnetic field
0.01 T, of selected samples La(Fe12xCox)11.2Si1.8, at x50,
0.04, and 0.08 for the sake of clarity. It is evident that ev
sample exhibits a completely reversible behavior near C
temperatureTC, indicating a second-order nature of th
phase transition and the reversible behavior of magnetic
tropy change in a temperature cycle. The Curie temperat
determined by the ZFC-FC magnetization, increases fr
222 to 307 K with Co doping fromx50 to 0.08. The inset of
Fig. 1 exhibits temperature dependent magnetization i
field of 1 T for samplesx50, 0.04, and 0.08. One can fin
that the change of magnetization atTC becomes less shar
with the increase of Co content, which would imply a redu
tion of magnetic entropy change, while the values of
saturated magnetization nearly remains constant with
doping. Generally, a small amount of Co substituting for
shifts TC to higher temperatures in Fe-based intermeta
compounds, but it does not affect the saturation magnet
tion considerably due to the strong exchange interaction
tween Fe and Co atoms. It can be expected that the influe
of the slight change of the saturated magnetization with
doping on the values ofDS should be very weak. Magneti
hysteresis loop measurements at various temperatures
firmed the good soft ferromagnetism o
La(Fe12xCox)11.2Si1.8. At 5 K the coercive field is less tha
25 Oe and the ratio of the remnant magnetization to sat
tion magnetization is small~,1%! for all samples. The very
small magnetic hysteresis upon a field cycle suggests a g
reversibility of magnetic entropy change on the applied fie

FIG. 1. Temperature dependent magnetization M–T of
~Fe12xCox)11.2Si1.8 x50, 0.04, and 0.08 in ZFC-FC process under 0.01
The inset is their M–T under 1 T.
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It is well-known that a reversible magnetocaloric effect r
quires that there is no hysteresis existing in the magnet
tion as a function of both temperature and magnetic fie
The present samples are just such a case.

As a typical display, Fig. 2 shows the magnetization is
therms of LaFe11.2Si1.8 ~correspondingx50!. In the vicinity
of Curie temperature from 210 to 240 K the temperature s
of 2 K is chosen, and a step of 5 K for the far regions of
165;210 K and 240;270 K. The sweep rate of field is slow
enough to ensure that M–H curves are recorded in an
thermal process. One can find that at temperatures m
higher thanTC, a slight nonlinearity in M–H curves in the
low fields is found, which may be ascribed to the existen
of the impurity ofa-Fe phase. Magnetic entropy changeDS
can be obtained using Maxwell relationDS(T,H)
5*0

H(]M /]T)HdH1–4,9 and the collected magnetizatio
data. Figure 3 clearly displays theuDSu for selected samples
x50, 0.02, and 0.07 as a function of temperature under
ferent magnetic fields. The contribution of the minor pha
a-Fe to theuDSu should be negligibly small, because th
very high TC ~;1040 K! of a-Fe leads to a smal
(]MFe/]T)H at temperatures near theTC ~;222–307 K! of

.

FIG. 2. Magnetization isotherms of LaFe11.2Si1.8 ~correspondingx50!.
Temperature step is 2 K in theregion of 210;240 K, and 5 K in 165;210
K and 240;270 K regions.

FIG. 3. Magnetic entropy changeuDSu of La(Fe12xCox)11.2Si1.8 ~x50, 0.02,
and 0.07! in comparison with that of Gd for field changes of 0–2 and 0–5
The inset shows the dependence ofTC and magnetic entropy changeuDSu on
Co contentx.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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La~Fe12xCox)11.2Si1.8. One should note that the entrop
change centered at 222 and 242 K~samplesx50, 0.02! ex-
ceeds that of most materials associated with a revers
phase transition at the corresponding temperature ran10

uDSu respectively reaches 13.0, 11.5 J/kg K under an app
field of 5 T. The inset of Fig. 3 shows theTC and peak values
of uDSu as a function of Co contentx, noting thatTC in-
creases butuDSu decreases with Co content. Around roo
temperature, however,uDSu ~samplesx50.06, 0.07, and
0.08! still has a considerable magnitude. For comparison,
magnetic entropy change of pure Gd is also shown in Fig
One can find that theuDSu of samplex50.07 centered at 295
K is still large ~8.0 J/kg K, 5 T! and just a little smaller than
that of Gd ~9.7 J/kg K, 5 T, TC;293 K!. Therefore, the
present compounds are attractive candidates for magneti
frigerants in an extended high temperature range eve
room temperature.

Another interesting feature is the phenomenon of asy
metrical broadening ofDS peak with field increase for the
samples with low Co content, such asx50, 0.02~see Fig. 3!,
which should be associated with the field induced itinera
electron metamagnetic~IEM! transition from paramagneti
to ferromagnetic states aboveTC.11 Further increasing Co
content makes the phenomenon of asymmetrical broade
become weak and nearly disappear for the samplesx>0.07.
It seems that the substitution of the Co for Fe atoms
suppress the IEM transition in the present compounds.
phenomenon of IEM transition was historically observed
manyd electron systems. Yamada discussed it by taking i
account the effect of spin fluctuations on the Ginzbur
Landau theory.12 It was found that the field-induced IEM
transition is closely associated with the double minimums
the paramagnetic and the ferromagnetic state in
magnetic-free energy as a function of magnetization. T
applied fields drive the energy minimum of ferromagne
state lower than that of paramagnetic state aboveTC, result-
ing in the IEM transition. It should be noted that the IE
transition in Laves phase compounds are attributed to un
Co 3d band structure. Unfortunately, no information on t
band structure is available for the present compounds. T
IEM transition may be influenced by not only the electron
structure but also the elastic energy change.12,13 A large
change of magnetization atTC should accompany a larg
lattice expansion. A reduction of elastic energy change w
Co doping, as will be discussed, may be a possible reaso
the gradual disappearance of the IEM transition with incre
ing Co content.

In order to learn the origin of the large magnetic entro
change, we performed careful measurements of powder X
at various temperatures for all samples. It is found that
crystal structure of La(Fe12xCox)11.2Si1.8 remains cubic
NaZn13-type on altering magnetic state, but the lattice p
rameter changes markedly atTC. Shown in Fig. 4 is the
temperature dependent lattice parameter of samplesx50,
0.02, and 0.07, noting the big lattice negative expansion n
TC. The simultaneous big change of lattice parameter
magnetization at transition temperatureTC should be respon
sible for the large magnetic entropy change in the pres
compounds. The lattice parameter at ferromagnetic sta
Downloaded 11 Nov 2002 to 159.226.45.253. Redistribution subject to A
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bigger than the one at paramagnetic state in the vicinity
TC by ;2.61‰, 2.35‰, and 1.97‰ forx50, 0.02, and 0.07,
respectively. One can find, from Fig. 4, that both the chan
magnitude and speed of lattice parameter nearTC decrease,
implying a reduction of elastic energy change with incre
ing the substitution of Co for Fe atoms. Considering t
structural and magnetic interplay, it is easy to understand
less sharp of magnetization~inset of Fig. 1! and the decrease
of uDSu with Co doping. In the past, several theories we
used to describe magnetoelastic effect in itinerant magn
systems.6,14,15A widely used theory is the local-moment vo
ume magnetostriction, in which the magnetovolume eff
arises from the volume dependence of the exchange inte
between spins. A developed theory by applying the Sto
band model suggested that the magnetovolume effect is
nected with the increase of the kinetic energy of the elect
system due to the splitting of the 3d band. For LaFeAl com-
pounds with NaZn13-type structure, previous investigation6

indicated that the magnetovolume effect comes from both
local-moment and band part, but the latter contributes m
more than the former. For well understanding the origin
the large negative expansion nearTC in the present com-
pounds, the detailed information about the band structur
desired.

IV. SUMMARY

Large magnetic entropy change centered from 222
307 K in compounds La(Fe12xCox)11.2Si1.8 involving
second-order transition was observed. A big negative lat
expansion atTC is found, which is responsible for the larg
magnetic entropy change. With increasing substitution of
for Fe the change magnitude and speed of lattice param
nearTC decrease, resulting in a decrease ofDS. The substi-
tution of the Co for Fe suppresses the IEM transition, there
making the phenomenon of asymmetrical broadening
come weak and even disappear.
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